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In an air-cooled condenser (ACC) erhaust steam from
the turbine fs distributed uia a distribution pipe or diuid-
ing header into numerous firned tubes or laterals in which
most of it xs condensed. Th,e ercess steam u,hzch is con-
densed rn a later stage (dephlegmator) and the conden-
sate is collected in a coTnbining header. The steam flo,
rate entering the finned tubes is, amongst others, a func-
tion of the difference in pressure between the diuiding to
the cornbining header oaer the finned tube. As the pres-
sure in the diuiding and the coTnbining header uaries, the
pressure difference oaer the finned tubes also uaries. This
uariation can cause the fl,ou distribution to be significanlly
non-uniform. In the design of an ACC, the flo* distri-
bution into the finned tubes has to be quantzfied to en-

sure that sufficient steam flows into each finned tube in
order to auoid non-condensable gases from being trapped
at the finned tube outlet causing so-called dead zones. In
this paper, a simplif,ed design method is presented with
which an ACC can be designed such that the formation of
dead zones is auoided. This m,ethod employs the pressure
changes along both headers an d the pressure differences
oaer the firsl upstream and the last downstream lateral. A
nunrerzcal erample to demonstrate the application of th,e

method is also presented.
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Area m2

Factor
Factor
Fac tor
Coefficient
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Hydraulic (or equivalent) diameter m
Darcy friction factor
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Loss coefficient
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Mass flow rate
Number of laterals
Static pressure
Mean velocity
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r Vapour quality
z Coordinate
e e Energy correction coefficient
em Momentum correction coefficient
0 Overall header momentum

correction factor
tt Dynamic viscosity
p Density

Subscripts

c Combining header
con Condensation
crit Critical
d Dividing header
fr Frictron
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I Lateral
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Introduction

A typical single-finned-tube-row air-cooled steam con-
denser configuration is shown in Figure 1. From the di-
viding header, low pressure steam enters numerous finned
tubes or laterals where condensation takes place. The bun-
dles are configured in an A-frame with an apex angle of
about 60o . Due to nearly identical condensation rates in
the laterals, the mass flow rates entering the laterals should
be identical, i.e. the flow should be distributed uniformly
into the laterals. In an ACC system, however, a certain
flow distribution must always be accounted for due to the
varying flow conditions the laterals experience. If however
the maldistribution is too severe, the steam flow enter-
irg a lateral from the dividing header is found to be too
small to condense along the full length of the lateral and
therefore steam is drawn into the lateral from the com-
bining header. Noncondensable gases, which leak into the
system, are drawn along and will remain trapped in the
lower part of the lateral. This accumulation of noncon-
densable gases in the laterals forms so-called dead zones
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which are identified by low temperatures as no heat trans-

fer takes place. The dead zones are normally observed at

the positions indicated in Figure 1. Aside from reducing
the thermal efficiency, corrosion can take place and in the

case of extremely low air temperatures the condensate may

freeze, causing the lateral to rupture.

Figure 1 Diagram of a typical air-cooled condenser

Analysis

In this analysis the effect of the small volumes of conden-
sate is ignored and the mass flow rates and velocities are

those of the st,eam flow. Consider the elemeutary header
control volume shown in Figure 2 and apply the continu-
ity equation assuming continuous flow in the case of close

where 0 is the overall momentum correction coefficient

which is defined as

(3)

Y--poanT-c;#,'^

pnr - pho : iot (r'no - o'nr) - Lpnr,

0-2arnh-errrl

with emh the momentum correction coefficient of the
header flow and emt the momentum correction coefficient
of the header flow entering the lateral, both based on the
local mean axial header velocity. The overall momentum
coefficient is taken as constant for an entire header and
differs in magnitude for the dividing header and the com-
bining header. If equations (1) and (2) are to be used

for the dividing or the combining header, the subscript h
is replaced by subscripts d or c, respectively. The factor
c = 1for u6

equation (2) from z - 0 to z - Ln yields

(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

where

LpnI, -

lateral spacings:

which is the change in the static pressure due to frictional
effects which can be approximated as shown in the Ap-
pendix or ignored since its contribution to the change in
static pressure in the headers of air-cooled condensers is
small. The static pressure difference between the dividing
and the combining header is given by

Lp, = ([ru, - a*ffil + ru.",) lor?o

+ lr., * a ,, 
"+) 

tror?"

I ateral

Figu re 2 H ead er control volu me

According to Datta and Mujumdar,l the momentum
equation for the dividing and the combining header in its
differential form can be written as:

The derivation of equation (6) is presented in the Ap-
pendix.

If equation (4) is written for the dividing and com-
bining headers and if the two resulting equations are sub-
tracted from each other, the following expression is ob-
tained:

Lprr-Apro -
(7)

This expression is valid for any ACC configuration.
In order to apply it, however, the steam mass flow rates
entering the first (at z - 0) and the last (at z - L;) lateral
must be given in order to calculate Apls and Lptr. Fur-
thermore, the total mass flow rate entering all the laterals
of the condenser section and that entering and leaving the
headers must be specified. The condensation rate in the
laterals is also a requirement and an identical condensation
rate , Trltcon, will be assumed for all the laterals.

;, ( li "(iiz,-: :,t)t ) (Lp at, - Lp, r,)

,l

$,
Condcnsstr draln

nogbru nfiorc dead zonos
luvc been obselved
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Via the continuity equation the relationship between
the inlet and the outlet velocity of a lateral is given by'

lateral. Observations of ACCs showed that dead zones oc-
cur in the first few upstream laterals. However if the ACC
is in U-configuratioD, the last lateral can also be critical
because the pressure difference over the laterals can also
decrease along the headers to give higher ma.ss flow rates
through the first few laterals. The flow through the re-
maining laterals is determined with the assumption that
the flow distribution through the laterals is uniform. The
lateral inlet velocity of the critical lateral is then deter-
mined according to

l) | 
lmtotrr.crit=ffi, (17)

The inlet velocity of the remainit g lateral is deter-
mined by

l)to=au-mk?n
PAr

The following definitions are to

(8)

be used in equation
(7)'

Define the condensation ratio for a condenser with
bundles consisting of single rows of laterals

with trttot the total mass flow entering the laterals of the
condenser section and l/ the number of laterals on one side
of the A-configuration.

The ratio of the dividing header cross-sectional area
to that of the combining header is

Aa
W' 

A,
The mean header velocities at z

the dividing header are as follows:

where mdo is the total mass flow rate entering the divid-
irrg header of the condenser section at z - 0. For the case
of the condenser being in U-configuration (opposite flow
directions in dividing and combining header) the mean ve-
locities in the combining header at z = 0 and z - Ln are
calculated according to

TncL + (1- f \*to,
?.1c0 =

where fficL is the mass flow rate entering the combining
header at z = L. For the case of the condenser being
configured in the Z-configuration (same flow direction in
the dividing and the combining header) the mean velocities
are given by:

TTltot
ah

Application of the Design Method

(e)

( 18)

(10)

=0and z = Ln in A
in
in

numerical example
the Appendix. An

to demonstrate the method is shown
air-cooled condenser section shown

h

Ctosbd end

Figure 3 Air-cooled condenser section used in sample
lcu lation

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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b15

t0

5

,q

ffico
tcO - 2PA"

ffico+(1 -f) -rot
2pA,

UcL

where ffico is the
header at z - 0.

mass flow rate entering the combining

In drder to solve equation (6), the following assump-
tion is proposed to determine the mass flow rates through
the first lateral (at z - 0) and the last lateral (ut z - L),
the mass flow entering either the first or the last lateral
will be set equal to the condensation rate which is the
minimum allowable mass flow rate to avoid a dead zone
at that lateral. This lateral is referred to as the critical
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r
Figu re 4 Condensation ratio as function of the header

a rea ratio
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Figure 3 with the specifications used in the sample calcu-

lation is also used to investigate the relationship between

f and o calculated according to the design method for this
condenser section. The area ratio is changed by varying
the combining header flow area. Figure 4 shows the rela-

tionship between I and o for the cases of the first and the
last lateral being the critical one. It can be seen that there
is a minimum and a maximum f for a specific o. No dead

zones should occur in any lateral if f is chosen between
the minimum and the maximum.

Discussion and Conclusion

It is found that the allowable condensation ratio in an air-
cooled condenser is most significantly influenced by the
header area ratio. Furthermore the sample calculation
shows that the effect of the header friction contributes
only a small part to equation (7). Due to the increas-
ing pressure difierence over the laterals found in the Z-
configuration making the assumption of a uniform flow
distribution through the laterals is invalid. Thus another
assumption for the flow through the last lateral must be
made. For example, it is expected that the last lateral
in an AC--C in the Z-configuration usually has the high-
est flow rate of all the laterals. This mass flow rate can

be determined by specifyittg a maximum deviation from
the uniform mass flow distribution. An ACC system, in-
corporating a U-configuration only, is preferred since the
flow distribution through the laterals can be kept nearly
uniform if the condensation ratio is chosen between the
minimum and the maximum determined by this design
method.
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Appendix

This appendix presents the derivation of the expression
for the difference in static pressure over a lateral, the con-
densation loss coefficient of a flattened finned tube and a
numerical example to demonstrate the application of the
design method.

Static pressure change over a lateral from the di-
viding to the combining header

Consider a lateral between the dividing and the combinittg
header as shown in Figure 4.1. From the definition of the
loss coefficient at the lateral inlet:

pa * !ro,oou26 - Q,, 
+;or7r)

+ *o,"or?)=

= (Jru, - a,r#)* /r."") !0,?o

+ [ro, * o ,"#] !0,?"

- Ktlo,?, ( 1e)

(21)

For flow in the lateral:

and at the lateral outlet:

- fi"o ^f,1'?, (20)

Figu re A.1 Lateral between two headers

The energy correction factors of the flow in the lateral
at the lateral inlet and outlet are assumed to be approxi-
mately unity due to the turbulent velocity profile encoun-
tered there. Add up the three above equations to obtain an
expression for the change in static pressure over a lateral
from the dividing to the combining header:

Pa-Pc
(22)

The terms in the square brackets have to be de-
termined experimentally. I{; is the inlet loss coefficient
of a lateral and I{ o its outlet loss coefficient . Zrpfels
presents experimentally determined data for the term
(r<o - aedt)h'lrk).
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The condensation loss coefficient of a flattened
finned tube

The condensation loss coefficient accounts for the loss in
total pressure of the condensing flow in a lateral and is
given by,

K"o,,=% (r-*r") (2g)
looT;

where the outlet steam quality is determined according to

equation in the header, equation (5) can be integrated to
yield

Lpn!,=7"oJt#Tfi**(*)"'
For Reno < 0 , Reho and t)ho must be exchanged

Renr and ann, respectively.

alo
&o 

- aU

Aprt, _ L L

i Po\, det t o-l

'HF@@r"'b-1) + ffi,
In order to determine the factors A,
Reynolds number due to condensation

(24)

The first term on the right hand side of equation (23)
quantifies the loss due to frictional effects. For a lateral
having the shape of a flattened finned tube as shown in
Figure A.2, Groenewald2 proposes an expression for the
frictional term:

Aptt, _ LL L

* po\, det r o-L

x ( ,,"#g+ (*@7;" - r) + #n"ukl;" - 1)) \
\ +ffi @Z-,?,) /

(25)
for the Reynolds number in the turbulent range at the inlet
and in the laminar rang e (Re1

flattened finned tube. For the Reynolds number in the
turbulent range (Rq
the expression is:

Figure A.2 Diagram of flattened finned tube

Numerical example to demonstrate the design
method

The application of the design method will be demonstrated
by means of a numerical example. Consider a section of
an A-frame, single-lateral-row air-cooled steam condenser
in U-configuration as shown in Figure 3. The laterals con-
sist of flattened finned tubes as shown diagrammatically in
Figure L.2. The calculation will be performed with the as-
sumption that the flow entering the first lateral is equal to
the condensation rate, while the mass flow rates through
the remainitrg lateral's, includittg the last, is assumed to
be of equal magnitude. Steam at 60oC enters the dividing
header at a flow rate of 12 kgls. The specifications of the
condenser are as follows:

@l;'u - 1))

B, and C, the
is defined as:

(26)

wall

(27)

Ln
Lz

Length of the headers
Lateral pitch

= 10m

= 0.04m

where da is the hydraulic diameter of the lateral and A.
the internal area of the parallel walls of the flattened finned
tube. The factors A, B, and C, are given in terms of Re.
by

1.041 x 10-3 Rr. - 2.011 x 10-'Rrrs + 1.064
59.3L53Re. * 1.5995 x 10-'nrt + 290 .1479
1 + 6.56 x 10-n Rr,'

Pressure change due to frictional effects in the di-
viding and the combining headers

This pressure loss is approximated by the situation that
the inflow and the outflow out of the lateral is at constant
rate along the headers. By making use of the Blasius fric-
tion factor (f o - 0.3164lRr) and applying the continuity

Number of laterals on
1 side of the A-frame N

Dividing header diam. da

Dividing header cross-
sectional area 2Aa

Combining header diam. d,
Combining header

cross-sectional area A,
Header area ratio o

Lateral length
Lateral height
Lateral width

250
1.2500m

1.2272m2
0.3125m

0.07670m2
2AalA'
= 16.0

9m
0.19m
0.0lm

A=
B=
C=

L1 =
h=
ID=

The lateral inlets are rounded with a 3 mm radius. It
is required to find the condensation ratio for which no dead
zone will occur in any lateral. By applying a numerical
analysis for the header flow, Zipfel3 proposes 0a = 0.99
and 0, - 2.24.
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The solution of the design method is determined iter-
atively. The converged solution of the condensation ratio
is f = 0.950977.

The density and the viscosity for sat,urated steam at

60oC are p = 0.13023 kg/-t and p = 1.10825 x 10-5

Ns/m2 respectively.
The lateral (flattened tube) cross-sectional area is:

Ar - w x h- 0.01 x 0.190 - 0.019m2

In order to calculate the wall Reynolds number of con-

densing flow in a flattened finned tube the internal area of
its parallel walls is det,ermined by:

B
59.3153 x II .441 1+ 1.5995 x 10-2

x ( I 1.441 1)t + 290 .1479

= 992.735

t-., 1+6.56 x 10-nRr'. = 1+6.56x 10-4v x (1 I.44Il)'
= 1.0859

Static pressure change over
eral):

The lateral inlet velocity is:

the first lateral (critical lat-

0.022823A.-2xh x L-2x 0.19x

The total mass flow rate entering

Tr[ot - mact - tTLdL = 12 - 0

This gives a condensatiott rat,e in

9 - 3.42m2

the laterals is:

= l2kgls

a single lat,eral of:

AUO - Aq.crit = pAr 0.13023 x 0.0019

For the first lateral utoo - 0.

From the lateral inlet velocity the lateral inlet
Reynolds number can be determined:

PU t rodet

o r #o zg xe2.23e xo. o le
I 10825 x 10-s

20594.04

Because of full condensation , Retoo - 0 and t o0

the quality at the transition from turbulent to laminar flow
IS:

lTl,lgsn

- 92.239m/s

Reuo

:

The dividing and the combinittg
z - L; this means that uaL

velocity at the dividing header inlet

lrnrot
TTLlcon = N =

0.950977 x L2

2 x 250 - 0 .022823kg1s

headers are closed at
1) cL

IS:

rfl'dct 12.0
- 7 5.086m/sLt do p2Aa 0. 13023 x I .22718

At the end of this condenser section the dividing and

combining header velocities are zero because the headers

are closed at z = L. Therefore the combining header steam
velocity at s - 0 can be calcula,t,ed as:

2 300rtro : 
R"^ 

:

The condensation loss

/{.o.,0 - 4m t:o - (r - *r"o)
I e,?i,

is now calculated according to equation (23). The first
term on the right hand side in this above equation for
turbulent inflow and full condensation can be calculated
from equation (25):

2 300
0.111683

20594.04

coefficient.

,, _(1-f)nr.or,uco -W
( 1- 0 950977 )xt2

The velocity is negative because of the tl-
configuration.

The condensation loss coefficient will be determined
by equation (23). Calculate the wall Reynolds number
according to equation (27):

2xO 13023x0 076699

0 022823x[) 019

LLI
det roo- 1

+q### (tor2 -(0 111083)')]

5.237845

)l

(2x0 19x9')x 1 10825x 10-s

The coefficients of equations (25) aud (26) are:

A 1.041 x 10-tRr', - 2.011 x 10-'Rrt- + 1.0649

1.041 x 10-3 x 11.441 1- 2.0n x I0-7
x (1 r.411 I )t + 1.0649
1 .0765 1

Calculate the condensation loss coefficient:

/{.on 0

_ 5 2378 45 - (r - (o)')
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IS:

adto 
= 1?999 -081404auo 92.239

For this velocity ratio ,, Zrpfel3 gives

Kn-a,oo%-o '258324
afio

for a three dimensional inlet header configuration
rounded lateral inlets.

Because of a zero outlet velocity the outlet loss

ficient is not considered.
Calculate the static pressure difference over the

lateral:

The dividing header inlet to lateral inlet velocity ratio Again equation (25) is used, as the stream leaves the
lateral with Rercr < 2300.

APtJ"r LL I
i Po?,, det x or-l

x (s'# (*@?;T-r) + ffik;@t;T-1)) \
\ +ffi (*?r-,?,) I

91

= 5.419226

The condensation loss coefficient is calculated accord-
ittg to equation (23):

with

coef-

first

Pao - Pco = [(t'o - aedo*) + /{.o"0] lor?io

[0.25e324t 4.237845], x 0.13023

x (92 J3q2
2490.8902 V/*'

Static pressu re over the last lateral:

By assuming a uniform mass flow distribution through the
laterals, the last lateral's inlet velocity is calculated as:

auL-au: ffi =
Zrpfel3 gives

I\tr-eedL+=-o.oobzo
aftr

for the last lateral of a dividing header with a closed down-
stream end.

It is assumed that the term (It"t * aurra?nlu,o*) is

equal to the expansion loss coefficient of flow undergoing
a sudden expansion. Because of the high aspect ratio of
the laterals, the area expansion ratio from the lateral to
the combining header is taken as wf L,z - 0 J10.4- 0.25,
for which from Idelchic:a

I{or - arrr#

N K,= (r -" *)'= (1 - 0.25)' =0.b62b

The static pressure difference over the last lateral is
calculated as:

,r")

- (o o4eo23)2)

T2
2x250x0.13023x0.0019

= 96 .994mls

Its outlet velocity is:

'J" iJnJ'i'-ffi - 4 T bbm l s

The respective lateral inlet and outlet Reynolds num-
bers are:

0.13023 x 96.994 x 0.019 - 21655.7

Pat - PcL =

1.10825 x 10-5

Rercr : pvorder 
- 

0.13023. x.4.755 x 0.019 
- 1060.6

tt 1. 10825 x 10- 5

Calculate the condensation loss coefficient. Again the
first term of the right hand side of equation (25) is calcu-
lated first. The outlet quality is:

Reror 1o6o.q 
= o.o4go23xoL = Rr* = ztoss.l 'v'-vrr

and the quality at the transition from turbulent to laminar
flow is:

([I', - aeo'*] + r.o.,r) lwkt
+ lr*", * o,**) Lw?",
[-0.00576+4.4216] " i x0.13023
x (96 .ggq2 + 0 .5625
xl x 0.13023 x (4 .75q2
2705.93N l^'2300 2300

xtrL = Reur 21655.7 - 0.10621
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Header momentum equations :

The pressure loss due to frictional effects for both headers
is now calculated. Firstly consider the dividing header. At
z = 0 the header Reynolds number is:

Reao =
Paaoda 0.13023x75.086x L25

= 1.10291 x 106
1.108251 x 10-?

The dividing header Reynolds number at z
0 as the header is closed. Calculate the pressure change
over the dividing header due to frictional losses according
to equation (28).

Now we can solve equation (7). The left hand side of
the equation is:

LHS = Apr,r - Lprc
(pat-PcL)-(poo-P"o)
- 2705.96 - 2490.89
215.07N/m2

and the right hand side gives:

RHS =

which is equal to the left hand side. This means that the
correct value of f has been chosen.

The graph of Figure 4 is generated by calculating the
allowable condensation ratios for an area ratio by setting
the first upstream and the last downstream lateral as the
critical one.

"ffix(fr,.$,-.)"u-,)
= 10.427 N/*'

The combining header Reynolds number at z = 0 is

!' 3?r;,rffirr.rg?rruo= 
1 .08036 x lob1.108251x 10-s -

At z = Ln, Rert: 0 as the velocity is z,ero. Calcu-
late the pressure change over the combining header due to
frictional losses

LprJ, = e,nuzo+#+tr(f*)"u -t)
+ x 0.13023 x (29.41q2 x dEfu
,.F

r. oE;C x roF -

"ffix(f*r)*-t)
-11.464 N/*'

X#X 1
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